Protonation scheme:
The resid of the protonated Glu: 4, 13, 35, 140, 252, 348, 373, 409 The resid of the protonated Asp: 199, 222, 231, 251, 369 The resid of the histidines protonated only at -N atom (HSD): 92, 100, 116, 171, 236, 266, 361, 408, 420, 426 The resid of the histidines protonated only at -N atom (HSE): 388 The resid of the histidines protonated at both -and -N atom (HSP): 138, 285. ARG47 THR49 LYS69 SER72 GLN73 ALA74 LEU75 VAL78 PHE81 ALA82 LEU86 PHE87  TRP96 HSD100 PHE107 ILE153 LEU181 LEU188 LEU233 THR260 PHE261 ILE263 ALA264  GLY265 GLU267 THR268 THR269 LEU272 LEU322 THR327 ALA328 PRO329 ALA330  PHE331 SER332 GLU352 MET354 ILE357 PRO392 PHE393 GLY394 ARG398 ALA399  ILE401 GLY402 GLN403 PHE405 ALA406 LEU437 THR438 HEC2 PFDA METH3 CRYW501  CRYW504 CRYW510 CRYW515 CRYW521 CRYW537 CRYW544 CRYW548 CRYW749  CRYW983 CRYW1037 CRYW1275 SOLV33 SOLV40 SOLV313 SOLV380 SOLV794  SOLV2913 SOLV3233 SOLV3245 SOLV3268 SOLV3461 SOLV3617 
Active region in QM/MM calculation:

Force field:
The topology and parameter files of Cpd I are taken from previous study. 1 The PFDA is not among the predefined residues of the CHARMM library. It was treated as follows:
(1) B3LYP/6-31G* optimization on PFDA (C 9 F 19 COOH) by G09; (2) B3LYP/6-31G* optimization on decanoic acid (DECA, C 9 H 19 COOH) by G09; (3) Assigned the atom types of PFDA and DECA according to CHARMM conventions; (4) Utilized PARATOOL embedded in VMD 2 to generate topologies and parameters of PFDA and DECA; (5) The CHARMM atom types of DECA are CT3, CT2, CD, HA, OB, OH1, H and their related parameters can be found in CHARMM standard parameter library. According to the DECA's CHARMM standard parameters, we assigned the final parameters of PFDA by comparing the parameters of PFDA and DECA generated from step 4.
(6) The charges of PFDA were chosen in analogy to CHARMM whenever possible and were derived by referring to CGenFF 3 library.
(7) The resulting parameter set for PFDA was validated by the following set of calculations: (7-1). A water layer of 35 angstroms thickness was constructed around PFDA. (7-2). 200 steps of SD minimization and 1000 steps of ABNR minimization by CHARMM. (7-3). 30ps heating dynamics to 300K, 50 ps equilibration and 200 ps production by CHARMM. During the above MD running, the outer 10 angstrom water layer was kept fixed. The RMSD of PFDA between the final CHARMM production structure and the G09 optimized structure is 0.46. The MD results are summarized in Table S1 . Charges are calculated by NBO embedded in Turbomole 6.3.1. 
Cartesian Coordinates of the QM Region of the Optimized Species from QM/MM calculation
